Dow Jones AgriWire

*Dow Jones AgriWire* is for traders, producers, suppliers and distributors who want Dow Jones’ most extensive source on agricultural and soft commodities. You’ll receive up-to-the-minute prices and commentary for cash and futures, market statistics, global and regional trade data, commodity-focused weather and market-moving news, all delivered in precise, well-organized displays that save you time.

**Cash Market Commentary: Where Information Creates Advantage**

To stay ahead of the market-moving events that are impacting the global agricultural markets each day, you need more than headlines. *Dow Jones AgriWire’s* vast coverage brings you the detail, plus depth and scope that only experienced, onsite reporting can provide. Whether you’re following wheat yields from Chicago or Rotterdam, our extensive network of agricultural specialists are your eyes and ears in the market – with reports and commentary timed to your advantage throughout the day.

+ Comments – The latest from traders, suppliers and producers at pre-open, midday, and closing
+ Crop Tours – From-the-field reports at key crop cycles
+ Grains & Oilseeds – Wheat, corn, rice and soy
  - North American cash markets - CBOT, KCBT, MGE, WCE
  - Malaysian palm oil – cash prices and comments
+ Softs
  - Coffee, Cocoa, Sugar, & Citrus
  - Cash prices and comments
+ Fibers – Cotton, lumber, pulp, and rubber
  - U.S. lumber and Asian rubber – cash prices and comments
  - Global pulp and paper comments
+ Livestock & Meat
  - U.S. cash prices and comments
  - *US Retail Meat Survey* – Dow Jones’ Kansas City livestock editor exclusive on consumer trends

**Futures Coverage and Commentary – Inside the Long View**

With *Dow Jones AgriWire* you’ll have quick access to agricultural futures – prices, daily volume and open interest reports, and statistics from all the major markets – from our data specialists around the globe, with first-hand commentary that adds key perspective. The only news source with five reporters on the floor of the Chicago exchanges, we bring you the inside view from the heart of agricultural commodities trading.

+ Futures Comments – Outlook, events and impact at pre-open, midday, and wrap-up
+ Grains – CBT grains and soy futures
  - Livestock – CME livestock futures
  - Fiber – NYCE cotton, CME lumber futures
  - Softs – Liffe coffee, CSCE cocoa, sugar and coffee futures
+ Market Specials – Story behind the swings, outside midday comments
+ Futures & Options Statistics – Volume and open interest
+ CFTC Commitments of Traders
**Agri-Market Statistics Fast and From the Source**

All the information you need on softs, grains and livestock, when you need it, organized to save you time – that’s Dow Jones AgriWire. To our extensive market coverage, we include key export, trade and marketing data from around the world, direct from its source.

+ Softs – Coffee, cocoa, sugar, and citrus
  - Latin America – Coffee production and export data
  - Ivory Coast & Asia – Cocoa production and export data
  - U.S./Florida – Production statistics

+ U.S. Department of Agriculture Trade Data
  - Agriculture Marketing Service data – livestock, meat, grain and cotton
  - All Monthly Lock-up Reports

+ EU Agricultural Commission Activity – Grains and oilseeds

+ Shipping Reports
  - Argentina and Brazil activity reports

**Global Weather Updates: Focus That Adds Value**

As a commodities specialist, you know the value of weather data that’s relevant and fast. From daily reports, to special forecasts, we provide data with the granular focus that’s timely for the commodities you cover. You’ll get weather tracking and analysis, and what they may mean for crops and livestock around the world.

+ Commodity Weather Report – Daily commodities-focused forecast
+ Global Agricultural Weather & Forecasts
+ Agricultural Weather Watch – Global weather patterns and storm systems
+ U.S. Crop Indexes

**Breaking Agri-Company News and Insightful Analysis**

To our extensive trading coverage, we add agricultural news that’s timely and relevant – breaking news from the major players in the market, plus daily reports from trained technical analysts for an insider view. And our editors and reporters put it all in perspective. In addition to the agricultural coverage, you will get headlines and full stories to round out the news day from Dow Jones Newswires, the world’s largest news network, from The Wall Street Journal, Barron’s, and Associated Press.

+ Global Agricultural Company News – Producers, distributors and suppliers
+ Technical Analysis – Beyond-the-numbers trends, impacts, and agri-market outlook
+ Stock Market Indexes & Comments
+ Economic Indicators & G7 Reports
+ Oil & Energy
+ Bond & Debt Market
+ Forex – Global cash comments

For more information, call 1-800-223-2274 or visit djnewswires.com